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Styles of data analysis, and their implications
for statistical computing
Tukey, J.W., Princeton, USA

Session AI/second paper

Summary
Statistical computing almost inevitably implies special programs, systems, or
languages. We are gradually learning how to describe -- and attain -- good practice

from such points of view as easy use, input compatibility with people. decent numericalanalysis performance, and even easy maintainability. We must do more of all of this, as
I hope everyone will agree. We must also adapt to the needs of the times. This requires
looking at the latest styles of data analysis and trying to understand their structure from
the user's point of view: Not just exploratory and confirmatory, but the pieces these can
share and the pieces that must be different. Robust techniques, not just alone but in
parallel. Things the computer has yet to learn to do, as well as those it can already do.
Keywords: data analysis, cxplora:-iry, confirmatory, diagnostic, middleput, preoutput,
data expansion, autonomic judgment, SDAPs.
Every set of special programs, every system, every language reflects, perhaps implicitly, an understanding of one or more styles of data analysis. This is unavoidable. This
makes the user happy when the style he wants to use is among those reflected. With
relatively few exceptions - as we must regretfully expect -- today's tools -- programs, systems, languages -- reflect yesterday's styles. It is high time for a fashion show, for an
introduction to the styles of the new season.

Robust Techniques.
Some of you may think that robust techniques of analysis is the only major new
style. We will see shortly that this need not be so. It is, of course, a very important
class of innovations. Here we shall discuss it only briefly and generally, emphasizing
that
* for the present at least, we expect to provide the results of both a classical and a
robust/resistant analysis.
* iterative calculations can be expected to ocLur, perhaps in multiple loops, inside
(almost) every robust/resistant analysis.
*
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we badly need procedures thatfind -- and report to the user -. multiple answers.
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Not one of thee three makes the planning of tools easier, but all three have to be faced.
Wants of users.
Users would like a single nswer, without the need to think about it. If we satisfy
this desire, our particular users will function poorly, and our programs and systems will
slowly but steadily get a (well-deserved) bad reputation.
Learning how to convey alternative answers, caveats and warnings in such a way very specifically including in such aformat --as to combine
" reduced user discomfort, with
* increased user response
is one of the main tasks confronting statistical computing. We have tackled the human
interface at input -- at least to a degree -- it is now high time for us to tackle the more
difficult human interface at output. (If doing this well requires the techniques we ordinarily relegate to "advertising people", such as motivation research, then we will have to
do what is required.)
Data analysis.
Quite the opposite of data reduction, data analysis is pretty well characterized by
"making more numbers out of fewer". (Once we say this seriously, the reasonability -

even inevitability -- of parallel analyses of a singld' set of data becomes clear, since
uniqueness is not a natural consequence of "fewer - more".) We only complete reducing to fewer numbers when we have calculated a body of numbers (part of our analysis)
of which we are willing to say, "we have looked, and found no indication of any further
informative structure".
When dealing with a single batch of numbers, for example, we can report only a
location number and a scale number IF and ONLY IF we have calculated the residuals
and carefully examined them for any informative structure. This means looking, at least
* at the large-scale structur,: of their distribution - should there be warnings of
stretched (or squeezed-in) tails, of skewness, of bi- or multi- modality?
* at their granularity --are the values actually reported coarse-grained enough for this
to deserve notice?
* (if the values occurred or were observed over time, or doing some other linear variable), is there evidence of any substantial time dependence?
[probably a few more].
Avoiding the pitfalls of "data reduction" stresses our programs, our computers, and our
thoughts, yet it is one of the most important things for us to do better and better.
0-
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Basic styles.
For many statistical data analysts and in an increasing collection of areas of application, the distinction between
* exploratory data analysis, AND
* critical or confirmatory data analysis
is quite clear and a part of roatine thought processes. For others, this may not be zo.
Exploratory data analysis is detective work -- numerical, counting, or graphical

W

detective work - analysis devoted to finding indications -- the "clues" of data analysis --

=

of what appears to be going on, of what might be going on. The detective in'a classicl
detective story is effective when he or she finds many clues, of which some arc misleading. A set of exploratory data analysis tools are good, are useful, when they find many
indications, not all of which we can be sure about, not all of which will be confirmed
when-and-IF we can examine additional data.
Critical data analysis involves the assessment of part of the uncerta;nty of such indications -- of that part corresponding to the differences revealed in the data that was
analyzed. Standard errors, tests of directionality (and occasionally, I fear, even tests of
significance that do not involve directionality), and corfidence statements all use
revealed differences to assess that part of the uncertainty that is calculable from the data.
ALL also require good judgment in assessing that part of the uncertainty not likely to be
revealed, at least by data limited in those ways in which the actual data is limited.
Much data is inevitably submitted to first exploratory -- whether formal or informal
-- and then critical techniques. (Who can analyze the economics of this century free of
the exploratory result that there seemed to be a depression in 1929"?) We are all aware
that such overlap has its problems; we need to recognize that we cannot always eliminate
them.
Confirmatory data analysis, as we shall use the term, is critical data analysis on an
unexplored body of data believed to be either
a parallel to some body (or bodies) whose exploratoy analysis (formal or informal)
has suggested an analysis - and, ordinarily, a focus on certain constants produced

P

su

in that analysis -- for the data at hand, OR

of such a form and character that either theory (in a scientific or technological
field) or purpose (as often in business or government) prescribes the analy.,is. OR
* of such a form that some standard (really default) analysis is almost inevitable, OR
* gathered in a carefully planned way with this specific analysis in mind.
The distinction between confirmatory and merely critical analyses is crucial, for the
understanding and practice of data analysis. However. since its penetration into statistical computing seems likely to be confined to questions of caveats and automatic %arnings, we will not try to discuss it more deeply here.
The tasks Of inventors and realizers of statistical computing tools are chiefly directed
to processes -- rather than to ambient philosophy. So let us to our processes.
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Processes of EDA.
The most helpful, and most important, subdivision of processes of exploratory data
analysis divides them into

that convert data to analyses, AND

*

autonomic data analysis processes - ADAPs

9

diagnostic data analysis processes -- DDAPs - that look at (aspects of) the results of
analysis and endeavor to communicate with the analyst about what can be "seen".

.-

F

It will often be WRONG to separate ADAPs and DDAPs in the functioning of statistical
computing tools: it will often be 'sential to separate them in thinking about what is to be
done.
* further subdivision
As we will shortly illustrate, ADAPs themselves usually divide into two parts:
0
autonomic data expansion processes -- ADEs - that convert our data into more
numbers (it will be these that our diagnostic processes are likely to need to feed
upon), AND
*
optimistic concentrators - OCONs - that convert the more numbers into the few
that we might be satisfied with if our DDAPs have found nothing further relevant.
Two reasons why this distinction is important are (1) that we may properly choose to
pair one of several OCONs with a particular ADE, and (2) it may be wise to have an
ADE produce, either actually or potentially, more different things than will be used in
any one situation.
a simple example. ADE
If we start with just a batch of numbers, our ADE can reasonably make a variety of
tyical values (ncdiai, miihncan, hiweight-6, and even mean) and a variety of measures
of spreatl(%. nedian deviation, .sit,, p% tl ovariaiu ces. etc.) and it variety of measures of
general distribution (e.g. letter values, which are order-statistic related [Tukey. 19771).
It can also reasonably make one or more kinds of residuals, and may not want to destroy
the individual values. This is clearly data expansion. We intend such an ADE to make
all the standard things that either OCONs or DDAPs might require. (In special circumstances, ADEs with even more diversified outputs may be appropriate.)
a simple example. OCONs

*

OCONs that might well be paired with this ADE might produce, alternatively,
I)

a mean and a sample standard deviation,

2)

a mean and its standard error,

3)
4)

all three of the above,
a five-, seven- (or more) number summary (Tukey. 1977),

5)

a wuspcnded rootogram, either explicit (Kurtz ct al 1965, Tukey 1970-71) or implicit ('T'ukey 1977, Chapter 17).
a simple example, DDAPs

,$&
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DDAPs that we milht want to OoMect to this sam ADE, might idlude, al lea.
tively, or toetherl
1) a pl blan probability plot m am up-to-dae Imprcovement,
2) summarized Information, u by I nd h (Tukey, unpublished, Hogl an Petmr,
1979), about distribution hape,
3) ordered values of leaps (difference. In adjaml order.statistic divided by dlfer.
enm of corrempong theorecal orderutatistic typical value.),
4) (If the data was collect in order according to time, qce, etc.) plos f resduak
In order of coleon, both raw ad smoothed.
5) a dso forth.
Why are ths thinp being produced? As ajkide to judgmet, as a hes for choice.
What choice? The choloe of what to do next, of whether or not to ouqu the preoutput
of the OCON, of what ADEs, OCONs, and D.AP# to apply In the nt cycle of

Ch100e to have no next cycIe),
XOraion (edaMl cue.the
a ecbhoic prom
Today our ehoices are mainly matters of human choice, Tomorrow there can be
large elements of autonomy Inout choim. We have to think through out DDAPI with
both hunm a autonomic users in mind. Human choice will oem be beet fed by

displays - pictures are spposed to be worth many words, often they are worth even
more numbers, Autonomic dhoe my have to be fed by mtaummai of what would
likely to need to
have been displays, For th neare future, then, autonomic dice.
be paralleled by human lookinp, looking most particulaly aI whatever apem of the
display mnmmrized for the autonomic chooser w ow covered by the wmmarls.
P e of CDA.
We will do well to think of our processe of critical/confirmatory data analysis as
followin aftr a sequence of EDA cycles, budeed we can usually thk of hith in
CDAP .. a ca data analyis proce
to an ADE-OCON pair as the typical way to do CDA. Where reaonable, we wlU want

to use a general CDAJP.
There are now a number of kinds of general CDA approaches, including:
Sdiffaernces from piece to plece, implemented with Student's t, Wlbcozon or even
blweight procedure,
* jackknife procdure, usually with Student's t,

o

half-ample procedures (paired

a' not)

e boobtrap provdur.
Tonorw theres well may be more.
Sfurther example, OCON-CDAP
U we are to hitch our duhm CDAP onto an OCOX, the outpu of our OCON

must be etenelve enough, i the data are so suucturd to make a sactorihJ analysis of
variance reasonable, it will NOT, for example, suffice for the OCON to provide only the
analysis of variance table. So nuny have so often criticized papers that do not give the
estimnated effects for the varlm treatments. OCONs that fal in this way fail miserably,
Indeed, we may well want our OCON to carry out the aggregations and poolings
discumed and illustrated In Green and Tukay (1960), It would then report the coondemed mo tble ad the afects and Interactkn that remain apparently relevant.
FPnrs Md rltMy.
We have been describing the logical slaps of a data analysis, A statistical comput-

Ing system need not operate in the way these eps would naively suggest, Steps may
only be carried out when their results are needed, Results to be uased twice or more may
be freely stored or equally freely forgotten and recomputed.
Undemanding how to structure the calculations and rememberings may appropri
ately be a quite separate process, but it wil fal to give us the support we need unkm it
is thought through in terms of a logical and relevant understanding of the steps of the

data analysis, sooe o which we have just decibed,
We dare not conaMdn Im

mtlon; we must constrain attitude and understand-

Ing.
Sae vwsbe schematic.
With this caveat that we are NOT trying to describe implementation, we can go
ahead with some schematic dccrptios. As we do tis, we will find It helpful to have
woeds for at ha three kinds of Intermediate resultk:
preoutpuw, describing what may Wa be used as either owapu: or Input to another
*

step (mainly, here, from OCONs)
middliput, describing extensive matrial Intended for another mop (mainly, here,
from ADEs and to DOAPs)
" diagnomica, describing material to be offered to guide choice, either human or autonomic,
The uses of thse are differet enough t It seems likely that they will be Inplemented
diffently.
MO1bsic schemtic fr an ADAP - an autonomic data analysis process Is, then

*

Input - ADE -- middleput -. OCON - preoutput

To the arrow coming down from the middleput we would usually attach ed r

autonomic choic

.-

SDDAP
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(N, tamporay,

human choice DDAP
Here choice would set up the next step, specifying ADEs, OCONs, DDAP# (and
possibly Autonomuic Judgers) as well as making decisions about which prooutputs,
already (loically, but not noesaffly In Implementation) generated, are now certain to
be output,
Notice the plurals "ADEs, OCONs, DDAPs", Any one step may Involve more
than one of each kind. Several In the same step may represent frh/u, deep understand.
ing of what is needed or scatching around In the dark,
As we get more used to alternative outputs and alternative ADAPU, we will flind
ouselves more and more Inneed of
SJDAPs - selectve data analysis procedures
In which thw results of 2 or more (usually more) approaches are examined autonomically, with the result that sone (maybe more, maybe all) o( these results are passed on
or outputted. Here we have almost no experience, so Colin Mallows and I are trying to
produce a VoodSDAP for the problem:
data structure -a ba"c
objectve - shape o( distrbutio .
Time will tel.

-W

SOMe
seheMee.
We closs this discussio with mospictures of the flow of informtation and contro
In
1) itsingle ADAIR
2) asWOpof EDA
3) an extaxded WDA proes
for which see e"hits 1,2, and 3. Remember that the elements of these schematias are
logical sKep and need not reflect specic implementatdone or specifccie s 0f ime at
which thing are calculated,
01ihateracdem
of
At least unti autonomic judgment Isdeveloped far beyond Its present level, the dia.
wulon above asuines hwnan intervnton at suitablo interals, neithe too clase
together or too widely separated, I consider heresca both:
* d
the Ideaha an analyst shoul specify each step of Wither analysis, one after
another - this assumes that phaahag pails of analyme Ismuch aule tha In truth
It is-, tWt every user will, for instance, Instinctively do the right numerical analysis.
* the kdssat ackagenshould take the data away and com back with the answers

this unme dhat Olamuiq erMi aalysis ismuch easier than In truth it is,
Pie proper spacing between human Interventions will slowly grow As the years and
decades pass by, but, whatever the epoch, It will always be possible both to Intervene too
frequently and to Intervene too Infrequently.I
Keepng interventlon-spacing roughly tuned to our Insights And cApAbltics wIU be A
challenn Important problem throughout the foreseeable future,
MU1l1pif aM1SWer
We stressed the need for multiple answers In connection with robustresistant
methods. This need existed when only classical procedure, were being thought of; it will
exist In the far future, when, perchance, All the procedure we now Mnow have been
replaced,
We need only look at multiple 4'gmelon without prespedctflon of which carriers
(out o( a specified collecton) are to be wsed. The methods of Furnval And Wilson
11974J make it quite feasible to Wearn both wh"c subets appear to do best And how well
they appear to do. (If we have ony 10 carriers, say, the methods of Daniel And Wood
(1971(1980)1 will Allow us to look At All 210 1024 poulib~ldts,) Why wcre users And
"ass so willing to dfmand multiple anewers hers?
I suges that the samne reasons will apply to wider and wider areas of analysis As we
come to recognize the nature and diversity of the possible analyses of each of many
kinds of W'oblems. Consider multiple reresion on a specifieid set of carrers as An
example. The development of techniues for Identifyin "highieverag points" has now
been extened (Andirews and Prelibon 1978) to the Identification of "high-leverage
Imops", And will Inevitably extend to procedures for clustering (plausibly on x's an yin
together) At! the points In high-leverage entites. Uf there arm k such dlusters (some or all
may be single points) there are 2' regressons, one obtaind by setting a"id each mjbcollton of ie. clusters. I suspect that procedures for:
e teling us about all V regremlons, indcling their Apparent behavior at echb dluster,
* sorting out, algorithmically, thms of dhe 2*wh~ch sem intrinsially most liely to
Interest us, AND even for
* blnn together relresions for different maboollections dial lead to seemingly but far from certainly - different regresionI
wiU, in duecourse, prove to beAs usefulhsreAs results for multple subets have proved
wo be in the carriers unspecified case.
In a word or two, I believe that "points unspecified" makes As much sense as "car.
riers unspecifled" and that both MUl Always be needed. (At leas until they ae subwane into stil more flexibl dseciptimn ot what is to be dmne)

It
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Actual implementation
The descriptions above have been wholly human-directed. emphasizing input.
choices, and output. (As I ani not a system designer, it would be silly if they were not.)
W~e have valued that they were not intended to describe implementation, but some
examples to emphasize this are not likely to be out of place.
W~e have described our OCONs as chosen at the same times as our ADEs. This
does not imply that they ncd be implemented at the same internal time as their ADEs.
They only exist to feed either OUTs, CDAPs, or SOAPS. Wht is required is only tis:
0 when their preoutputs are called for, they will be returned.
This need not require us to store the preoutputs; themselves Storing any one of:
* their preoutput
*middleput and OCON (implicit or explicit), ready to make preoutputs, OR
* input, ADE. and OCON, ready to make preoutputs
can service the need. Which to do is a system designeres choice.
Th'lat the user cannot tell directly which of these has been done is a proper demand.
levied by the user community on the system designer.
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Exhibit I
A single ADAP
(3= input. 4 = iniddleput, 2 preoutput,
oWier of nmbers is qualitative orde of amount of data)
ADE
di

4

OCZN:2

Exhibit 2
A step of EDA
(code asabove also I output and 5diagnosics)
fiM

F1

.it

H

Ity Codes
Aa nwd/or
Special
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Ewhbit 3
An extended EDA V
(dadhed lines show implementation of kxdgment)
Intial
Judgment

data struicture; variable nmspeuie
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